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Maria Kaika is Professor of Human Geography, University of Manchester
Grigoris Kafkalas. Thank you for
accepting this invitation to discuss the
theme of the quest for a just and
sustainable city. The umbrella theme is
City and Crisis. Let me start with a first
question and we may expand as you wish.
What we have learned after five years
since the outbreak of the financial crisis of
2008? Has the crisis affected cities
differently than their respective national
economies? Do cities differ in respect to
their resilience and/or vulnerability against
the impacts of the crisis? How they have
responded?

than it affected national economies? As
we know, more than half of the world’s
population lives in urban environments.
Therefore, there isn’t much scope in
differentiating between urban economies
and national economies. Today, urban
economies are global economies more
than ever before, and the cultural social
and environmental impacts of cities, as
well as the new migration patterns are also
global in scope. There is an on-going

Maria Kaika. Thank you for inviting me.

debate at the moment, in geography about

I hear two or three sub questions here and

planetary urbanization, about the fact that

will try to answer them separately. The

actually everything is urban now and we

first one is whether five years onwards

cannot escape the urban condition

from the beginning of the crisis, we can

wherever we may go. Cities don’t exist

say that the crisis affected cities differently
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then perhaps their responses could not be
different from the responses of the
national economy.

anymore as ontologies distinct from ‘rural’
areas, or nature; everything is urban.
Having said all this, it is also true that we
all know a city when we see a city; we all

Maria Kaika. We can single out one

know we are in a city when we experience

particular reason why cities matter more in

‘urbanity’; there is density, plurality, and

the period leading up to, and during

economies of scale, intensity of

moments of crisis: and this is because they

engagement. So coming back to the heart

are the hubs of practices of real estate

of your question what I think is distinct

speculation. Urban real estate speculation

about the urban environment in the crisis

has been at the heart of the economic

situation is that cities become the

bubble that eventually and predictably

immediate and most dramatic stage for the

burst, leading to the crisis we are currently

effects of a crisis. The new urban poor

in …so if there is a particular role that

rummaging through garbage for food, the

cities play in the making of a crisis this

vacant shops lining up streets that used to

has to be searched for in practices of real

buzz with life, the deaths resulting from

estate speculation.

energy poverty; all these happen in cities
and they are predominantly urban
Grigoris Kafkalas. Cities are also
considered to be the centres of sociopolitical evolution for either the
consolidation of the established regimes or
their overthrown. Does the crisis weaken
or strengthen the significance of cities as
arenas for the orientation of social change?

phenomena. So although it is difficult to
disentangle the urban from the national
effects of the crisis, cities are nevertheless
the place where the numbers of the
economic gloom are translated into visible
signs in everyday life and into tangible

Maria Kaika. Indeed, I agree that cities

changes in urban space.. Cities are the

are more resourceful compared to non-

environments where crisis becomes visible

urban environments. . During the current

and audible. Cities are the pain body of the

crisis, cities have reasserted their role as

crisis, if you wish, they are where the scars

hubs of creative energy, as drivers for

of the crisis are seen as scars on the city’s

social change. The protests from Athens

social and physical fabric: from the new

and Thessaloniki to Madrid and

urban poor in street corners, to the lines of

Barcelona, though unsuccessful in many

empty shops in main commercial streets.

ways in generating a broader politics of
change, did succeed not only in expressing
dissent but also in beginning to imagine

Grigoris Kafkalas. This is very
interesting. If there is nothing special that
cities can do besides being the body upon
which the scars of the crisis are drawn,

alternative ways of doing and being in
common. Although their momentum has
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now died out, these protests left behind a

from water resources, to forests, beaches,

legacy that led to the proliferation of

people’s homes and pensions are at stake.

initiatives that try to do things differently,

However, by fighting specific issues only,

try to produce new ways of being in

we often fail to produce broader

common: from SOSte to Nero and the

institutional change. Today, we are forced

Thessaloniki water company trade union’s

to focus all our political energy to simply

(SEEYATH) efforts to redefine water as a

react and fight off newly created

public good against all tendencies to treat

dispossessions, enclosures and

it as a commodity; to the social health

vulnerabilities (social environmental, etc.).

centres, food distribution practices,

There are so many attacks to the social

homelessness support, migrant support

contract that we run the risk of for ever

(SHEDIA, ARSIS, PRAKSIS), to the

having to re-act against newly imposed

Spanish platform for protection of

injustices, without being able to initiate or

mortgage affected people (PAH), to name

constitute real political change. So, on top

only a few of these important initiatives

of acting, it is important to also think,

that try to do things differently

reflect on alternative imaginaries that can
make the institutionalization of new
politics possible.

Grigoris Kafkalas. Differently yes. But
do you see any direction in these efforts?
Grigoris Kafkalas. Do you see any
elements of exploitation in this kind of
effort to help and assist and express
solidarity with weak groups…in the sense
that some groups might use those in need
in order to consolidate their power?

Maria Kaika. This is precisely the
criticism that one can and should make
with respect to these initiatives. The
proliferation of groups that protect specific
vulnerable groups and fight for specific

Maria Kaika. I think there is a lot of that

issues is extremely important and

going on at the moment, and almost every

produces real and tangible effects.

single one of the ongoing contested issues,

However, the focus of political praxis on

(from privatizing water to gold mining, to

such initiatives alone poses the risk of

the protection of the coastline and forests),

reducing the political to localised and

is indeed being exploited by one group or

issue-focused debates. It poses the risk of

another to consolidate power. But the

failing to widen these initiatives out into a

problem is not just on of exploiting issues

compound, more global politics of being

…My concern is more about the fact that

and doing in common. This level of

by labelling certain groups as vulnerable

activism is crucial, particularly within the

and offering ‘help’ from a position of

current conjuncture, when everything,

power, one actually keeps these groups in
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the position of the underdog, and at the

Allocating identities and the label of

same time confirms the state or political

‘vulnerable’ to specific groups can only

and economic elites as the ones with

consolidate the power of those who

power, the ones who are in a position to

allocate these labels, and can only

offer help…To me, the problem lies with

perpetuate the vulnerability of the groups

precisely this kind of discourse and

in question, forever waiting for someone

practice that allocates to specific

to save them, instead of empowering

vulnerable groups the position of the

themselves towards demanding equality.

underdog, who cannot transgress or

Equality is not something that can be

change their position, and therefore need

handed out. It is demanded and fought for.

help from the outside, whether this is

Always has been.

from a political party, from an NGO, from
the troika, etc. This attitude, of waiting to

Grigoris Kafkalas. OK, so you seem to
agree that cities are arenas of social
change but with all these qualifiers in
mind. Lets now turn to how the interplay
of local and global forces forges the
profile of cities. Do you think that the
forces unleashed by the crisis favour a
uniform post-crisis urban condition by
eliminating the differences? Do you see
any flattening effect here? Alternatively,
do cities respond and/or adapt to the crisis
on the basis of their own particular
profiles?

be saved by someone else, this Cinderella
syndrome, as I call it, can only perpetuate
malpractices and entangled networks of
dependency that have existed for decades.
The fantastic social initiatives we see
flourishing around us provide real help in
alleviating suffering or in fighting off
enclosures and environmental damage.
But we would be deluding ourselves if we
thought they can produce a new kind of

Maria Kaika. I think that what matters is

politics and could promote real political

not the pre-existing social profile of cities

change and equality.

but how cities’ social profiles change
through the crisis. What we see in cities
across Europe, is that the social profile

Grigoris Kafkalas. OK...but having the
Greek situation in mind it was clear that
the rise of Golden Dawn used exactly this
kind of assistance providing what the
people need…though for them only
Greeks will be served. Such expressions of
solidarity have hidden agendas.

changes alongside the urban fabric. The
rupture in the urban fabric that we
experience visually corresponds to shifts
not only in social status, but also in the
process of subjectivisation and in the
making of personal identities. People, who

Maria Kaika. Yes, and this is precisely

did not used to have anything in common,

my point. This is precisely why this type

suddenly find themselves united by losing

of initiatives cannot produce real equality

their jobs, their pensions, by not being

and meaningful political change.
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able to repay their loans, or by being force

personal outlook and lives as well as their

evicted. This is where similarities can start

trade union’s outlook. It is already

emerging across social groups, but also

happening!. SHEDIA, the Greek street

across counties … what happens in Spain,

magazine for homeless support is already

the mortgage crisis that led to hundreds of

allied with similar initiatives in the UK

thousands of families being evicted is also

and international platforms.

imminent in Greece. This creates a
common ground that was not there before
Grigoris Kafkalas. So you think that
similarities emerge within change without
being able to tell where change will lead
at. Now, the achievement of a just and
sustainable city seems to be a widely
acceptable moral and political vision.
Does this vision remain a priority during
the crisis or other issues tend to take its
place (i.e. attraction of new investment,
competitiveness of the economy, quality
of the urban environment, security for
citizens, etc.)? Do you think that the quest
for a just and sustainable city has been
undermined?

and can forge new solidarities. But these
social synergies and practices of social
solidarity within and across national
borders cannot become praxis through
some form of ‘natural’ osmosis; they need
hard work; they need to be forged; they
need enlightened leadership to make them
happen; and they need to be symbolised.
And this last one is a role that we, as
public intellectuals can play.

Maria Kaika. I think it is interesting and
challenging to try and put again justice
and sustainability together in the same

Grigoris Kafkalas. Do you think that
there is any actual internationalization or
thinking of common forms in relation to
the emerging solidarities?

question. What happens at the moment is
that the term ‘sustainable city’ appears in
almost every policy and public

Maria Kaika. Yes, in a sense a process of

consultation document. However, the term

internationalisation is already taking place.

‘just city’ rarely, if ever finds its way in

For example the Platform for the

such documents. Why? It seems easy to

mortgage-affected people (PAH) in Spain

talk about sustainable cities without any

is already in touch with small groups that

concrete meaning. Across the world, there

are emerging in Greece in order to protect

is lots of discussion about urban efficiency

those affected by the housing crisis and

and sustainability…it is easy to turn

evictions. In Thessaloniki the Water

sustainability into aesthetics; a nice

company workers’ union, in their effort to

pedestrianized road, a nice new skyline, a

protect this particular local company from

green roof, a vertical garden, are

being sold off to the public sector, have

sustainable. Or are they? Sustainability

internationalized their outlook and

can easily be aestheticized. But it is not

networks; they have changed their

easy to aestheticize justice. When you talk
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about justice, you have to deliver just that:

But to come back to the question on
sustainability: The same way as we cannot
talk about justice without addressing
question of power justice and equality, we
cannot talk about sustainability without
talking about power justice and equality.

justice. When you talk about equality
(which is a term I prefer to justice), you
cannot aestheticize it. Delivering equality
entails making real political, economic,
social and environmental changes. This is
why there is very little talk about justice,

Grigoris Kafkalas. I see that in your view
the quest for a sustainable city should
include justice otherwise it could not be
sustainable…in the slippery ground that
you have so wonderfully explained it
seems that justice is somehow taken out of
the sustainability pursuit and this is
unacceptable. You also said something
about efficiency and I think that this
should also be part of the sustainability
concept. It seems that everyone is
somehow trapped within an understanding
of sustainability as something that is nice
and good and better than the previous
situation, which is not the proper way to
proceed. So to continue with the questions,
what could be the vision of a just and
sustainable city after the crisis? How
urgent and/or feasible is to adopt goals
such as the redistribution of income in
order to achieve real equality, the
promotion of collective against private
initiatives, the effort to reach consensus
among conflicting interests on the basis of
parity of access to jobs and services, etc.?
Or perhaps the issue of equality as you
said earlier about the greening of the
economy was put aside and we turn
towards finding other forms of response?

or equality, today, and so much talk about
resilience or sustainability instead…
Talking about resilience vulnerability and
sustainability are precisely ways to avoid
talking about justice or equality… Talking
about vulnerability puts the vulnerable
other, (the poor, the environment) in the
position of the underdog, who can only
hope to receive a larger portion of the pie.
I think the recent one off ‘solidarity tax’
imposed across Greece in order to
distribute a ‘social token’ to vulnerable
groups, (κοινωνικό µέρισµα) is a very
good example of that…It has been
described by many as a populist strategy.
And it is. But it is more than that; it is a
public reassertion of power…it is a way of
reiterating who is in need here and who is
the one who has the power to help those in
need; who has the power to hand out help

Maria Kaika. If we talk about

tokens …The ways in which the

redistribution of income or about a more

distribution of the tokens was

sustainable city…we necessarily remain

administered was also a public display of

within the same framework that created

power: people had to queue for hours to

the problems in the first place if we want

simply apply or see whether they would be

to move our thinking and praxis forward,

eligible …This robs people of their dignity

the real issue is not how to better distribute

and keeps them in the position of the

the pie but to re-establish what the pie

begging underdog …

should be…For example, I can be against
gold mining in Chalkidiki because it
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destroys the environment. Or, I can be in

forward is not about better redistribution

favour of gold mining in Chalkidiki

…it is about the right to articulate a voice

because it produces jobs, and may help

around alternative ways of what we want

reduce national debt. Should we take

our lives to be, and how we want to live

positions for or against gold mining? This

them. The crisis presents an opportunity to

is presented to us as today as a dilemma

seriously reflect and act upon precisely

and has torn apart a local society whilst

that.

being exploited quite heavily politically. It
is an important issue. But, for or against, is
Grigoris Kafkalas. Because of the crisis
one should say that there is polarization
and this puts again on the agenda the issue
of redistribution…but on the other hand
some could say that redistribution might
be an issue but you should have something
to distribute…and then because of the
crisis instead of looking at the polarisation
we should look at the loss of markets and
investment and then the issue of
redistribution goes into the background.
So it seems that the crisis could be used as
an excuse by all sides to avoid the issue of
redistribution. In that sense perhaps the
key question is what we can learn from the
crisis and as you said it is perhaps better to
avoid the crisis and stick with the real
issue how the surplus is produced and
distributed. The crisis is just something
that happened for a while and though its
impact was hard we should not forget that
with or without crisis the issues are the
same.

this the real question? Is this the question
we should be asking ourselves? Is the
type of tourism and holiday housing
development we have collectively
promoted in Chalkidiki for decades not
equally environmentally damaging?
Nobody seems to ever talk or fight against
that. Why? Because the benefits of that
type of environmental damage are better
redistributed socially. So, does a better
redistribution make environmental damage
more just and acceptable than gold
mining? So, to me the dilemmas we are
presented with are flawed and therefore,
easily exploitable by different power
centres. The real question, to me, if we
really want to address the sustainability

Maria Kaika. Indeed. The crisis

issue, should be about ways of living and

highlights and accentuates issues that

acting that would make gold mining and

could previously remain hushed. But what

unregulated housing and tourist

exactly it highlights, what are the options

infrastructure development equally

and for whom it creates opportunities

unnecessary. If we are serious about

remains an open question. So far, the crisis

sustainability, we have to change our way

has offered great opportunities to political

of living. If we are talking about a

and economic elites. The large profits that

redistribution of the pie instead, we end up

global financial speculators and vulture

with this type of false and exploitable

funds make on the back of the crisis are

dilemmas that only perpetuate the current

now well documented. The perpetuation of

status quo. A real democratic way

the hegemony of the existing political elite
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through fear mongering is also evident.

Maria Kaika. No, I don’t believe it is

But what we also experience at the

planned in advance. There is nothing

moment in Greece and elsewhere is a

conspiratorial really. It is just a simple

massive accumulation by dispossession (as

fact that, even if established political or

Harvey terms it)of the people from natural

economic elites did not desire or pursue a

and collective resources. Water, beaches,

crisis, they are the ones who are better

architectural heritage, is sold in the name

placed to reap the opportunities of a crisis

not only of the crisis but ironically, in the

when this emerge. At the same time, the

name of redistribution. The five hundred

other side, the 99%, ends up consuming its

or so euros that vulnerable groups received

energy in indignation, or in issue-based

is negligible compared to the

localised politics, or in demanding

dispossession of the public from its

redistribution, without really being

common resources, of the selling off of

empowered to challenge any of the

whole islands, architectural gems,

established power configuration.

beaches, and prime urban land.
Interestingly, rent and real estate
speculation that lie at the heart of the

Grigoris Kafkalas. Does the possibility
to achieve consensus seem to be an option
within the crisis or consensus is also one
of the victims of the crisis. What I mean,
is whether in order to respond to the crisis
cities, the configuration of those who are
taking decisions for or on behalf of the
city about its future, should trust their own
understanding of what are the
opportunities or they should try to build a
consensus of what they should do. If
crisis will help us to understand the
significance of consensus, instead of
accusing one another, at the extreme the
elites and those who are actually suffering,
it is perhaps possible to think of
consensual kinds of situations.

crisis, are now used as a means to alleviate
the effects of the crisis. It is important to
note that in both Greece and Spain most
new legislation supposedly geared towards
boosting the economy is actually related to
land use, property taxes and real estate
market deregulation… it’s all about
liberalizing land use… in favour of real
estate speculative practices.

Maria Kaika. This is what is happening

Grigoris Kafkalas. If this is the case, one
could argue that now after the crisis the
elites have found more ways to increase
their power within the social structure. But
this might be controversial. One could
even think in terms of conspiracy that the
elites have created the crisis as for some
the wars were designed in order to reestablish power and profitability. So is
everything planned in advance?

in effect. Seeking consensual policies or
politics, by waving the stick alongside the
carrot, at all levels, local, national, and
global. However, the search for consensus
in the name of redistribution will not lead
us to real change. I think it is not consent
but dissent that we need; a politics of
dissent that challenges everything anew.
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But we are afraid to launch ourselves into

silent witnesses of a social and

the unknown; and understandably so.

environmental destruction. So, it is

Because we are afraid of losing what we

important that we try to do things

have, we allow collectively to be guided

differently. It is important to try better,

by a politics of fear. But whilst we are

and try again. And fail better next time, as

afraid of change, at the same time, we do

Samuel Beckett urges us.

allow huge social and political changes to
happen; we allow a massive

environment. We have already witnessed

Grigoris Kafkalas. As I have the luxury
of not taking positions and you have the
luxury of answering I agree that yours is a
proper and sound way to respond. As you
said because the danger of loosing is there
anyway it is better to respond positively
and find ways out of the crisis and we take
the risk and might not loose. Of course the
question remains who sets the goals and
how one organizes but this is another
issue. The one before the last question is
whether the option to move towards a just
and sustainable city is it possible to
emerge as a hegemonic project designed
from above or it will be forged as the
result of social and political conflicts?

deaths out of energy poverty, deaths out of

Maria Kaika. The hegemonic project can

lack of access to healthcare. Is there a

be a just project. But we have to keep in

greater collective risk than letting social

mind the origin and the current meaning of

welfare go? But we are now too tired to

the concept of justice. The Just

protest and too afraid or too indignant to

(δίκαιος)…is the one who observes the

articulate and demand an alternative,

rule of the law of Man and Gods. This

unexplored even, politics of being in

means that the Just necessarily remains

common. And we leave our lives to be

within the given rule of law. Of course we

decided by elites whom we recognize as

can and we have improved the distribution

incompetent, because we are afraid to try

of justice within hegemonic top down

something new; because we are afraid to

processes. But under the current

fail. Fear of failure, fear of losing what we

circumstances, I believe it is dissensus that

have, lies at the heart of the political

can provide better ways out. It is the

numbness that characterises us at the

ability to say ‘No’ to what is presented to

moment. But, as I said earlier, we actually

us as the rule of law or gods. If the rule of

are losing what we have; from labour

law says that our natural resources should

rights to parts of the built and natural

be privatised and we can no longer have

experimentation that dismantles social
welfare and has massive social and
environmental consequences to take place
here in Greece. Nobody really knows
where it will end. Is that not risky? The
social and environmental risk of the
policies currently imposed is
extraordinary; it leads to disasters ranging
from deteriorating levels of national health
and education to a deteriorating

environment we love. We have become
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access to them, is this just? If there is a

the crisis in the South of Europe is that it

prime hegemonic project at the moment, it

created a class of new urban poor who, up

is a project of dismantling social welfare

until recently, belonged to the lower-

provision across Europe. Is this just? For

middle classes.

the elites pursuing it, however, this is
indeed a just project. They see themselves
Grigoris Kafkalas. Many in Greece and
not only those who are part of the elite but
also those who are critical or left oriented
have argued that part of the blame was to
put on the way that the Greek society was
functioning in recent past…so its not only
that there is an experiment on a larger
European scale that created this kind of
loss of dignity but the society itself has
created the preconditions and has already
lost its dignity in the way it treated itself.
Many argue this and not only those who
are in power. How do you respond to this
kind of argument?

as those who work hard and make money
and what they distribute --if anything-will come out of their good will. They
distribute their version of justice because
they are also the ones allocating justice;
they are in power, and in their version of
justice they are the just ones.

Grigoris Kafkalas. The final question is
about Greece, because here the crisis
came later and more violently and the
country is still in the maelstrom of its
consequences. Some think that Greece
was treated as a Guinea pig in relation to
the crisis. In view of what we have
discussed so far is something that
differentiates Greece and the way it has
responded? Do you wish to make any
specific comment in relation to Greece?

Maria Kaika. I think that the loss of
dignity indeed came before the crisis hit
and the loss of dignity was directly linked
to the process of wishing to participate in
conspicuous consumption and becoming
indebted. This has nothing to do with
national character, however. We must not

Maria Kaika. I am not sure that the crisis

forget that in Greece, as in other parts of

came down more heavily in Greece or

the world, not owing anything to anyone

more violently. In Spain or in Portugal

used to be a matter of dignity for post-war

they were equally violent. In Spain more

generations. Turning around that culture

than 300,000 households were evicted

that understood debt as dishonour was not

from their homes because they could not

an easy task; it happened through

repay their mortgage debt. In Greece we

painstaking policies that liberalised

have more than 300,000 ‘red’ loans. And

lending and both attracted and enabled

these practices are not pertinent only to the

people across the world to become

European south. In Scotland, for example,

indebted beyond their means. It was

child poverty is among the highest in

particularly the most vulnerable

Europe; it has been that way before the

economically groups that bought into this

crisis. So I think it is important to think of

promise that became attracted and linked

the wider context. What is special about

their livelihoods to global financial
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speculation processes. The promise of

speculative bubble burst in Greece and in

homeownership, of a holiday, of a new

Spain, indebtedness was revealed for what

car, parading in front of people’s eyes in

it is: a mechanism that links the cycle of

advertisements for decades offered

life to the cycle of global financial

mortgages and loans as a means to climb

speculation through the desire for home

up the social ladder.

ownership or for conspicuous
consumption.

Grigoris Kafkalas. It is a systemic factor.
It is true for the USA. And if private debt
per capita or per household is lower in
Greece than in the UK for example, is this
also a loss of dignity?

Grigoris Kafkalas. We have gone deeper
than intended in our discussion. These
issues are complex and controversial but
we have touched upon very important
aspects. Do you wish to add or reconstruct
anything we have discussed so far?
Perhaps you wish to add something as an
ending, though not necessarily a happy
ending.

Maria Kaika. I think it is. It makes the
individual or the household dependent on
global financial speculative processes, and
it makes livelihoods subject to the

Maria Kaika. We can leave it like it is for

fluctuations of global financial markets.

the moment.

And insofar as the housing real estate
bubble kept inflating and mortgaged assets

Grigoris Kafkalas. Thank you very much
indeed; it was a quite enjoyable and
informative discussion.

retained or increased their market value it
was fine. But when the housing
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